A survey on the rate of people's awareness, point of view and performance in relation to controlling municipal wastes in district 1 of Najaf Abad summer
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One of the most important sanitary and environmental aspects is the production of different types of wastes so that it is of special importance because of much deterioration capacity and economical & social problems. Too much increase in population, restriction of waste discharge, the consequences of pollutions and diseases carried by garbage has led to a development in the knowledge relating to wastes control and caused people & authorities to pay more attention to this problem. Since, the production stage plays a vital role in wastes control, the position of producers shouldn't be ignored. In this survey, the samples were randomly chosen in 5 clusters of fifty from different locations in the town and the necessary data have been obtained via questionnaires containing questions concerning carried illnesses, separation of garbage in production place, sort of keeping them, ways, time and the frequency of collecting garbage. The results obtained from this survey indicated that 35% of individuals have a weak awareness, 40% a moderate and 25% an adequate awareness and in relation to questions about points of view, 5% have a weak point of view, 30% a moderate and 65% a good point of view. In relation to performance, 70% have a weak performance, 25% a moderate and 5% a good performance. Considering the above-mentioned results, It was clear that most people have a good point of view but a weak performance & awareness which are of incompatibility with each other so it is suggested that the level of performance & awareness can be promoted via implementing educational programs. The reasons for this matter can include peoples un-awareness of social obligations concerning public health, the level of knowledge and the administrative weaknesses of the system and cases such as tradition, economical status and the low level of living norms. Finally, compensating these deficiencies, we can promote the level of public health, support the waste recovery case and create a suitable field for people's participation.
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